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Abstract
The purpose of the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade
(APS-U) project is to update the facility to take advantage
of the multi-bend achromat (MBA) magnet lattices, which
will result in narrowly focused x-ray beams of much higher
brightness. The APS-U installation has a short schedule of
one-year. In order to plan and execute a task of such complexity, a collaboration between many individuals of very
diverse backgrounds must exist. The Component Database
(CDB) has been created to aid in documenting and managing all the parts that will go into the upgraded facility. After
initial deployment and use, it became clear that the system
must become more flexible, as the engineers started requesting new features such as tracking inventory assemblies, supporting relationships between components, and several usability requests. Recently, a more generic database schema
has been implemented. This allows for the addition of more
functionality without needing to refactor the database. The
topics discussed in this paper include advantages and challenges of a more generic schema, new functionality, and
plans for future work.

GENERIC DATABASE SCHEMA
The initial version of the CDB software [1] was based
on a database schema designed around concepts like "component" and "design" (a design being made up of several
components). As new use cases emerged for tracking and
managing different sets of objects, it became clear that a
new set of similar database tables had to be created every
time there was a need to support a new type of object. Illustrated in Fig. 1 is a simplified conceptual design representation of how the set of tables had to be recreated for
components, component instances, designs, and design elements. All of these entities had a set of standard attributes,
such as a name, ownership information, description, properties, logs, and some have additional connections. This
means that every time a new entity was added, it needed a
set of standard associative tables to go along with it as well
as any additional entity specific tables.
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Figure 1: Conceptual simplified example of the old nongeneric schema design.

Moving to a generic schema resulted in having generic
tables for items and item elements (see Fig. 2). Each item
now has a "self element" that represents the connections of
that item. An item may also have a hierarchical structure
by having more elements. All items are assigned a domain,
which are similar to the previous component, component
instance, etc. The assigned domain determines the possible
associations of a particular item.

Advantages
The main benefit of the new schema design is that it fully
supports existing application functionality in a completely
generic approach. This enables us to quickly and easily
add support for tracking and managing new types of objects
without changing the underlying database structure.
Another aspect of the new approach is support for generic
relationships. In the old schema, location could be specified only for component instances. Location information
was stored in a specific location entity. A foreign key for
location was referenced from the component instance table.
The new schema does not have a location table, instead it
has a location domain. The same required information is
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tionality to a new level. Users now have the option of specifying "favorites" or to display only items that have a certain
property. These options can be saved to become the default
view for that user. The described display options are shown
in Fig. 3.
All customizations that are available to users are also
available to groups. A user (with the appropriate permissions) can create a customized view for an entire "group".
Users can select between their personal view or predefined
group views.

Figure 3: Display options for item lists.
Figure 2: Conceptual simplified example of the new generic
schema design.

Browse Pages

stored for locations within items of the location domain. In
order to assign an inventory item (previously known as component instance) a location, the location relationship needs
to be specified between the "self elements" of the inventory
item and the location item. This generic relationship provides much potential without the need to edit the database
schema. Any item or item element may have some kind
of a relationship. Currently only the location relationship
is used, however, there are plans to add information about
how items are interconnected.

The new Browse pages allow intuitive views of the components based on their technical system, generic function,
ownership, or location. This approach is helpful when trying to find components that you are only somewhat familiar
with. For example, the "Browse By Function" screen, as
shown in Fig. 4, allows the user to select one or more technical systems. As the user selects technical systems, the box
below (Functions) populates with relevant functions and the
primary list of items shows up as the user selects each of the
options. The last column is inventory items. It allows users
to quickly jump to an inventory item after finding a relevant
catalog item.

NEW FUNCTIONALITY
Plugin Framework
As part of the process for preparing the Component
Database to become an open source project [2] we developed a plugin framework designed to provide a way of integrating CDB with external systems, and to allow developers
at other facilities to add new functionality to various parts
of the CDB web portal. At the APS, one use of this functionality is to provide an interface that allows users to search a
separate drawing repository, and also to add an item into
CDB by automatically pulling information directly from
this repository. A direct link to the procurement system has
also been added as a plugin.

Custom Views
The Component Database was always a highly customizable system. Users could always modify which object properties are relevant to them and which ones need to be displayed in a given view. Custom views now take this func-

Figure 4: Browse by function page.

Multi-Edit Multi-Create Pages
Managing all of the components for a facility such as
the APS is not a small task. Frequent users of the CDB
requested screen views in which they could create or edit
several items at once (e.g. similar to a spreadsheet). In
response, the multi-edit and multi-create pages were developed which allow several items with their respective properties to be displayed/edited in a table. The user can add other
TUBPA01
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columns for properties that require editing as a group. "Selffilling" of sequential parameters is supported for certain
properties, where the user specifies a prefix, sequence value,
and postfix. Rows of the table are then auto-filled with the
prescribed sequence. The interface of the described functionality is shown in Fig. 5.
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will contain all components and their location for the MBA
accelerator, and the MAARC domain (Measurement and
Analysis Archive) for capturing characterization data and
correlating it to CDB items.
In addition, we are integrating quality assurance properties and flags to ensure consistent tracking of quality control
processes through the fabrication phase of components.
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CONCLUSION
Figure 5: Multi-Edit screen with a few catalog items.

Integration with FRIB Traveler System
Since CDB is the system where all the components for the
upgraded facility will be entered, it is now integrated with
an electronic traveler system from FRIB [3] to aid with performing various procedures on those components. The traveler system is divided into templates and traveler instances.
A template is the definition of what needs to be filled out.
The traveler instance on the other hand is the fillable traveler made from a template for a specific unit to be tested.
In CDB, the engineer would assign traveler templates to a
particular catalog item (as a property of the catalog item).
When items are procured, traveler instances would be created and assigned to each specific unit (as a property of the
inventory item).
The integration between the CDB and the FRIB Traveler
application allows CDB users to perform many actions in
the traveler system without leaving the CDB application.
For example, a user can create a traveler instance from a
template, assign it to an inventory item, get status information, or update details of a traveler instance (such as name,
description, approval of completion of a particular traveler).

FUTURE PLANS
We will take advantage of the new generic schema and
add two new domains: the Machine Design domain that

A significant progress has been made since the original
ICALEPCS 2015 paper [1]; however, there is still a long
way to go in terms of getting the CDB to be a useful tool
for everyone at the APS. The generic database schema has
proven to be very flexible in supporting much of the new
requirements that are gathered from our users.
Since the CDB is now open source and provides a plugin
framework, other organizations can easily start using and
contributing to it. This could result in a valuable collaboration where the CDB would become an even more useful
tool for all organizations that choose to use it.
Based on requests from CDB users at the APS, plenty
of new functionality has been added, which hopefully will
impact even more users. Based on different usages of CDB,
there are still plenty of diverse new requirements to learn
about and implement for our users.
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